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AFTER ACTION REPORT OVERVIEW
This After Action Report (AAR) is a compilation of information received from the different
Cariboo Regional District (CRD) staff, volunteers and elected officials as well as external EOC
support staff and agencies who participated in the response to 2017 wildfires impacting the
region. The information was gathered through group debriefs, individual interviews and survey
with persons involved in the Cariboo Regional District EOC operations during the event.

The AAR looks at the effectiveness of plans, processes, and actions related to the CRD EOC
during the response to this wildfire event from several perspectives which highlight successes,
challenges, and opportunities for improvement. The information gathered from the feedback
and varied viewpoints are key to gaining greater understanding and learning to better prepare
the region for future responses. Areas where processes went well, and there were many,
should be reinforced and built upon with considerations to the challenges and opportunities
identified. This AAR does not look at the response to the wildfires that occurred outside of the
scope of the CRD EOC though aspects of that may come to the forefront in this document in
areas where there may have been an impact on EOC operations or as consideration during
planning for future events.

The challenges and lessons learned outlined in this AAR should be contemplated and
addressed in the development of an Improvement Plan which would act as a guide for
corrective action for the relevant areas of the regional emergency planning and EOC operations
to which they apply. Emergency plans and training should be updated based on the learning
then socialized and exercised to validate the changes to ensure effectiveness and alignment
with other agencies and local governments. Ultimately, the Improvement Plan will serve as the
summary of the AAR and guide future corrective actions by the region.
The recommendations in this AAR should be viewed with consideration to the needs for
providing safe care to residents and ensuring that the region is prepared and resilient in the face
of future emergencies. The CRD should review the recommendations and determine the most
appropriate actions and time needed for implementation.
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BACKGROUND
The fire danger for many regions of B.C. began to climb significantly throughout June, although
there relatively few fire starts. The Cariboo region in particular saw unseasonably hot and dry
conditions, as well as record-high Build Up Index (BUI), which a numeric rating of the total amount
of fuel available for combustion, in several areas. These conditions set the stage for
what was to become one of the worst fire seasons on record.
On July 6, 2017 B.C. Wildfire Service warned about a two-hectare fire that was burning in the 100
Mile House area (Gustafson Lake). The blaze along the Gustafson North Forest Service Road,
thought to be human caused, was driven by hot temperatures and strong winds. The threat from
this fire led to the activation of the Cariboo Regional District EOC and evacuation orders for areas
west and north of 100 Mile House.

On July 7th and 8th, 2017, a series of
thunderstorms caused the ignition of over
190 new wildfires throughout the province
with the majority occurring in the CRD.
These fires were exacerbated by extremely
high fuel loads throughout the forested
areas. A number of these fires started in
areas close to communities, such as
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House, and Quesnel
and impacted major highways within the
region

significantly

limiting

travel

100 Mile House area (Gustafson Lake) - Vancouver Sun

and

evacuation routing options. The Williams
Lake airport had to be closed during this
early period due to the proximity of the fires.

The quantity and locations of the new fire starts during such a short period of time coupled with
the fact that many of these wildfires grew rapidly and displayed aggressive, dangerous fire
behaviour overwhelmed the capability of fire services and regional emergency services to
respond effectively.
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During the period from July 6-10th, the CRD EOC, in conjunction with BC Wildfire Services, issued
22 evacuation alerts and orders impacting almost 9000 residents with approximately 3800 of
those forced to evacuate their homes often with little notice due to the speed and extent of the
fires.

The amount of new fire starts declined and stabilized after this early-July spike, but generally
hot and dry conditions prevailed for much of the summer, giving little reprieve in the fight against
the existing fires throughout the Cariboo. The wildfire season remained active until near the
start of fall when the weather conditions finally gave suppression crews the advantage on the
fire situation.
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During the 77 days from July 6th until September 20th, the CRD EOC issued 149 alert and order
changes impacting 35,616 residents with 48% of the region’s population having to evacuate. Sixty
homes and 167 other structures were lost due to the fires.
The 2017 wildfire season also saw the longest state of emergency in the province’s history, lasting
a total of 10 weeks. The provincial government first declared a state of emergency on July 7 and
had to extend it four times.

A photo from the Williams Lake airport from Bryan Johns
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Cariboo Fire Centre – Notable 2017 Fires
The Plateau Complex of fires on the Chilcotin Plateau covered a combined area of 545,151
hectares, making it the largest fire in B.C.’s recorded history (roughly the same size as Prince
Edward Island). This fire was the result of nearly 20 separate fires merging together.

The Hanceville Complex of fires around Hanceville, Riske Creek, Alexis Creek and surrounding
areas covered a span of 241,160 hectares

The West Chilcotin Complex of fires in the Chilcotin region covered a combined area of 33,018
hectares. This complex extended into the Coastal Fire Centre and included the 7,368-hectare
Precipice fire 52 kilometres east of Bella Coola

The Central Cariboo Complex of fires around Williams Lake, Soda Creek and surrounding areas
covered a span of 31,181hectares, including an Evacuation Order for the entire city of Williams
Lake and surrounding areas

The Gustafsen fire (5,700 hectares), just west of 100 Mile House; discovered July 6; prompted
Evacuation Orders and Evacuation Alerts
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OBJECTIVES
The review is intended to identify successes, challenges and where improvements to emergency
preparedness within the Cariboo Regional District would be of value. The After Action Report
consolidates the lessons shared at an operational debriefing hosted by the [insert information on
any debriefs] as well as direct feedback from participants.

The objectives of this After-Action Report are to:

a) Provide a record of CRD EOC response operations as a result of the wildfires impacting
the region in 2017; and
b) Document the lessons learned from the event to support the refinement of the CRD’s
emergency response plans, including plans specific to wildfires, evacuations, and EOC
activation and operation.
c) Provide recommendations to enhance the CRD EOC operations and emergency response
capacity in the region.
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SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES
During any emergency response there are components that go well and some that identify new
issues or gaps. This section addresses those areas. This section is comprised of points,
statements, and excerpts taken from the debriefs and interviews and are kept consistent with
the original feedback where possible and sorted into the applicable topic areas though some are
recurring in several areas. Not all lessons learned and opportunities for improvement will be
covered in the recommendations, so it would be useful to review the different sections for
validation of current practice effectiveness as well where processes may need work.

Activation and Notification
Successes
• Notification of EOC stand-up to external agencies was good
•

Emergency Notification System (ENS) worked when used

•

Communications and notification of EMBC regarding orders and alerts was timely

•

EMBC facilitated contact with MoA rep to assist with the EOC

Challenges
• Public expectation regarding use of ENS and CRD not using system as advertised

Initial Response - Fire
Successes
• FOCC communications during initial stages of the event worked well
•

Initial resourcing worked well with the OFC

•

Communications between Forestry and several fire services were effective

•

External support from the OFC was good

•

Cell boosters allowed SMS messaging in remote areas

Challenges
•

BC Wildfire phone lines overwhelmed

•

Resource awareness

•

Lack of clarity on fire location/priorities
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•

CRD EOC communications overwhelmed

•

Contact lists not accurate

•

OFC radio channel not on repeater

•

Resource shortage for the first 4 days of the event

•

Worker safety – work hours/rest periods

•

External agencies arriving were not self-sufficient and required support from already
overtaxed local resources

•

Communications flow in the EOC related to fire service support

•

Resource request tracking, coordination, and flow

•

Capacity/span of control for EOC

•

Duplication of efforts

•

Interagency processes and role clarity

•

Consistency of communications between agencies

•

External agencies often operated without local partners on team – not effective

•

Pumps were delivered but without gas

Initial Response - SAR
Successes
• CRD EOC was well equipped to support SAR operations
•

Everyone did the best they could initially – big learning curve

•

CRD EOC came through on supply requests for SAR groups

•

Communications equipment worked well to maintain continuity of contact with the CRD
EOC and other agencies

•

Evacuation orders were clear when they were received by SAR

•

Communication between EOC and SAR improved when there was a SAR liaison in
place though decreased with departure

•

GIS mapping for iPad was a valuable tool

•

Social media was consistent and used well by CRD EOC

•

SAR teams worked extremely well with other teams that came to support

Challenges
•

Received poor direction from the EOC in the first few days
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Initial coordination and communication was very chaotic and SAR was missed/forgotten
by EOC

•

Lost half of SAR membership with evacuations

•

Many SAR volunteers also volunteered with other organizations such as fire services
which additionally limited SAR volunteer availability

•

Inconsistent social media messaging from other EOC’s caused challenges and
confusion in the public complicating SAR efforts

•

Frequently given “heads-up” about pending order expected within the hour and teams
ramped up accordingly only to sit around waiting for up to 12 hours before the actual
order was given – delays severely impacted volunteer capacity

•

SAR members were occasionally stopped by roadblocks even though they were
identifiable and had permits

•

SAR staff were always told by the CRD that as part of evacuation planning that SAR
member families would be escorted out of town first during any evacuations to ensure
members could focus on the incident – this did not happen

•

SAR members did not receive training from RCMP on new evacuation procedures even
though this was promised over a number of years prior

•

SAR teams were not effectively consulted on the evacuation of William’s Lake and were
just told by the RCMP how this was going to be done

•

Teams were told that they would be housed in hotels for the duration but ended up in
halls on cots and did not get that support

•

SAR team members were not well recognized for their efforts s which were much greater
than many of the local fire services and were missed on notices of thanks – this was
very demoralizing to the teams

•

All departments other than SAR were compensated for their efforts during the event

EOC - Organizational Structure (decision making, span of control, support)
Successes
•

CRD EOC response was very good

•

Everybody worked to get things done

•

Processes improved greatly as event progressed

•

Coordination improved as the event progressed
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•

EOC set-up was practiced earlier in the week

•

Command structure of EOC communicated out daily

•

CRD had a solid knowledge of emergency management processes which allowed the
PREOC to help faster

•

The EOC team had awareness that discussions and decisions impacted people’s lives
and livelihoods

•

From an external perspective the CRD EOC looked good and were quite organized –
projected a leadership role

•

EOC documentation and tools improved significantly

•

Team dynamics and willingness to do whatever was needed

•

Daily coordination calls with directors

•

Defined EOC structure supported – not lacking

•

Care and feeding of staff

•

Political support of EOC

•

Sit reps improved – became very effective

•

Section head briefings

•

PREOC call sharing and overview

•

Logistics and finance working together

•

EOC ability to adapt to changing situations

•

Team supportive and caring – fatigue management

•

Egos left at the door

•

Supportive and solutions focused team

•

EOC leadership

•

EOC processes

•

Tapping local knowledge

•

Encouraging environment

•

CRD team seemed to have well defined roles

•

Run very well – crazy business

•

Some duplication in services between CRD and Williams Lake

•

FN collaboration was a challenge due to autonomy i.e., not aligning with or recognizing
orders
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Challenges
•

EOC IT needs and scalability

•

Elected officials in the EOC were problematic

•

Consistency of messaging

•

Fatigue management – difficulty maintaining effective capability

•

Jurisdictional boundary issues CRD/agency/prov/ etc not aligned

•

Management of public queries early in the event

•

Separation of EOC versus day to day business calls during emergencies at reception

•

Consistency of permitting

•

Emergency plan familiarization amongst staff

•

Situation report consistency

•

Staff capacity

•

Policy group was a challenge

•

Transition of staff

•

Duplication of efforts in FN/PREOC/Prov

•

Change of leadership did create some noticeable challenges for PREOC

•

Poor representation of the western FN’s in the decision-making process

•

PREOC had difficulty contacting CRD EOC rep outside EOC hours of operation

•

Public perception that CRD and Williams Lake were one entity

EOC - Situational Awareness & Info Sharing (briefings, coordination calls, status
boards, situation reports, documentation, shift transition, mapping)
Successes
•

Roundtable briefs worked very well

•

Good relationships with FN’s throughout the event

•

Elected official briefings went well

•

GIS services were imperative to coordination with other agencies

•

Coordination calls with responders were great once they were in place

•

Overall there was a good working relationship with EMBC

•

Mapping for FN communities was good

•

MoTI had good communication with the senior levels at the CRD EOC, William’s Lake
and 100 Mile House

•

Face to face sessions worked best for info sharing
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•

GIS worked collaboratively and were able to produce good maps – efficient

•

Daily call in to weather briefings and face to face briefings were successful with RCMP,
DND, FNs and Williams Lake

•

Efficiency and accuracy of mapping

•

Public facing sit reps for elected officials and liaisons

Challenges
•

Coordination with other RD’s and local authorities

•

Disparate communications from other EOC’s created problems

•

Situation report consistency

•

Section head briefings were too long - should be brief

•

Would have been better if Directors had consistent briefings these were not done during
second deployment which caused challenges with understanding and
communication/coordination

•

FN communities did not feel well informed – improved as the event progressed

•

A lot of time was expended by different agencies on mapping that was duplication

•

The TNRD EOC did not function at the same level

•

The number of coordination calls occurring during the day amongst different agencies
and levels of government was very challenging to coordinate and attend for some
agencies

EOC – Plans and Processes

(plans, processes, procedures)

Successes
•

Relationship pre-event - CRD did a lot of work creating relationships – everyone was
known to everyone – understanding, trust and awareness of players – otherwise would
have been much more difficult

•

CRD EOC was willing to work with BCWFS and this made it easier to be effective

Challenges
•

EOC plans, tools and documentation were not readily available to the staff – this caused
significant challenges and required many documents and processes to be developed on
the fly adding unnecessary stress to an already stressful event

•

Separation of EOC versus day to day business calls during emergencies at reception
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•

Emergency plan familiarization amongst staff

•

Challenges coordinating with the city – ops should talk to ops

•

Disparate processes between agencies, EOC’s, etc

•

Continuity of emergency plans amongst CRD electoral areas and agencies

•

Elected officials did not understand EOC processes and added to the confusion and
congestion of phone lines

•

Logistics should not be dealing directly with site requests – should go through operations

•

PREOC processes to get support staff to EOC was completely ineffective

EOC - Facility (purpose, layout, space, equipment, location)
Successes
•

EOC facility is effective for large scale event

•

Most tools required to be effective in an EOC were available and well supported

•

Location was good and proximal to other agencies and support services

Challenges
•

Lack of landlines for liaisons

•

Breakout rooms for conference calls

•

Facility management/cleaning

•

Security was an issue

EOC - Staffing (capacity, contractors, other LG support staff, training, experience, liaisons)
Successes
•

Staff stepped up and did the best they could to manage the event with the knowledge
and tools available

•

Choice to stay

•

Staff did a fantastic job – family like atmosphere

•

IT rocked – proactive and well prepared

•

Support from other jurisdictions super helpful

•

BC Cattlemen’s Association rep improved coordination with ranchers significantly

•

127 external resources assisted in staffing the EOC

•

External agency liaisons improved communications, coordination during the event and
were critical to effective EOC operations – were an added resource to augment staff
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•

FN liaison improved engagement with that sector

•

Ability to integrate new staff and liaisons into the EOC

•

Staff previously not involved in EOC operations showing interest

•

AG liaison worked very well with Ops and Finance

•

BCCA rep was an innovative and highly effective support to the EOC and generated
huge efficiencies

•

Having a MoTI rep in the CRD EOC was very helpful

•

Relationships with liaison agencies were good at the end of the event and should be
maintained

•

EOC staff were respectful throughout the event

•

All key agency liaisons were represented in the EOC

•

The level of staffing and capability at the CRD EOC was something that some agencies
would like to see in other regional districts

•

Valuable experience gained from staff that came in from outside jurisdictions to assist

•

BCWFS liaison in the EOC was highly effective

Challenges
•

No core CRD emergency management support – need more depth in emergency
management knowledge and sharing

•

Coordination and integration of liaisons initially

•

Understanding which agencies should be involved in EOC

•

CRD EOC liaison role needs clarity

•

Core emergency management staff were not available

•

Liaison reporting

•

Dual role feeling of liaisons external vs part of CRD EOC team – boundaries

•

Understanding liaisons authority, capability and jurisdiction

•

Coordination/duplication between EOC’s, local authorities, FN’s, and province

•

Coordination and integration of liaisons initially

•

Understanding which agencies should be involved in EOC

•

EOC IT needs and scalability

•

Disparate communications from other EOC’s created problems – consistency of
messaging

•

Difficulty getting PIO’s from PREOC
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•

FN Liaison role not well defined

•

Liaison expectation management at agency and CRD EOC

•

Clarify the expected deliverables at the EOC for liaisons

•

Demobilization of liaisons by agencies – left gaps that created challenges

•

Jurisdictional boundary issues CRD/agency/prov/ etc not aligned

•

EOC staff need to be dedicated to that role – cannot be expected to do both EOC and
regular job

•

Staff capacity – Fatigue management

•

Transition of staff

•

EOC members did not know who was cycling in or out which created continuity issues

•

Demobilization of liaisons by agencies – left gaps that created challenges

•

AG was not effectively engaged by EOC early in the event – they therefore assumed
that everything was fine

•

Rotation of key EOC staff created challenges for continuity of EOC operations

EOC - Resource Management (Requests, approval process, deployment, tracking,
payment, donation mgmt.)
Successes
•

First time bulk emergency feed program was tried – very effective and limited multiple
ongoing requests for feed

•

CRD and 100 Mile House ordered fire service resources quickly

Challenges
•

Record keeping related to agriculture requests were problematic – no electronic records
of EAFs, permit requests, feed requests, etc.

•

Funding large expenditure amounts – local government may not have funds available to
support purchase

•

EAF process – accountability and responsibility

•

Potential local resources not tapped

•

Forced to say no to resource requests due to lack of information

•

MoTI received requests for service from elected officials that was not vetted through the
CRD EOC

•

Duplicate requests and conflict for resources with Williams Lake
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•

Frustration amongst EOC staff related to delays on response to EAF’s

•

Huge discrepancy in what fire departments were spending and no understanding of
appropriateness of expenditures

•

Pumps were delivered but without gas

EOC - Public Information (media, news bulletins, website, social media)
Successes
•

As the event progressed public messaging videos and communications improved and
contained valuable information

•

Communications Officer and joint media releases collaborative – positive feedback –
source of truth

•

Community meetings

•

Evolution of public phone lines – 1 800 #

•

Online mapping for public access

•

Public facing website

Challenges
•

Facebook page was a challenge as incorrect information in comments was allowed to
stand uncorrected

•

EOC public information line was not answered

•

Holding public meetings in order areas

•

Management of public queries early in the event

•

Public expectation regarding use of ENS

•

Structure loss process and messaging was a gap – difficulty getting ahold of people that
were impacted – order rescinding evacuation was delayed while looking for owners of
damaged property

•

Elected officials in the EOC were disruptive and created challenges for messaging

•

Pressure from MLA’s for public meetings

•

Public phone lines – someone needs to coordinate
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Evacuations - Alerts and Orders (process, planning, declarations, evacuations,
resources, supporting agencies, mapping, notifications, re-entry)
Successes
•

Process for alerts and orders was effective

•

CRD took warnings from BCWFS readily and actioned accordingly

•

Interactive mapping tool for re-entry

•

Briefings to Directors prior to issuing alerts and orders was successful and critical

Challenges
•

Evacuation orders always seemed to come out late in the day which created operational
challenges for personnel actioning the orders and for the people being evacuated

•

No notice to reception centers prior to evacuations

•

BCWFS needs better understanding of regional district responsibilities regarding alerts
and orders and what is needed

•

Lack of communication with TNRD and no communication to evacuees –sent to wrong
reception centre

•

Public lack of respect for orders

•

Non-commercial livestock are a major challenge and these groups had limited resources

•

Agriculture residents that straddled two regional districts were challenged by inconsistent
processes and having to deal with two RDs for information
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Wording on alerts and orders was not consistent at points i.e., partial rescinding of
orders or downgrading terminology was used

•

RCMP high level tactical group did not listen to local authorities which was very
frustrating

•

Need FN input on alerts and orders re: impact/problems

•

When order was lifted for Williams Lake it was not well communicated to evacuees

•

Alert messaging by army no clear and caused panic

Evacuation Processes
Successes
•

Evacuation was effective

•

CRD moved vulnerable people early

•

Evacuees welcomed into other communities

•

Evacuees treated well

•

Repatriation process was clearly defined and went well with considering the different
levels of government involved all

•

Prince George was well prepared to receive evacuees

Challenges
•

A number of processes, procedures and tools that were developed to manage the
evacuation of livestock after the 2010 fire season did not seem to be incorporated into
the region’s emergency planning – this created an unexpected blind spot for AG during
this event

•

Continuity of emergency evacuation plans amongst CRD and agencies

•

Williams Lake had muster points and rural areas did not – some rural fire departments
did have muster stations

•

Conflicting instructions for evacuees did not make sense – going south to Williams Lake
just to turn around and go north again

Emergency Social Services (ESS)
Successes
•

Treated with respect and professionalism
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•

People worked well together

•

Made great contacts

•

Went well considering the extent of the event

Challenges
•

ESS is the hidden face of emergency services

•

ESS needed resources

•

Group lodging needs information

•

Evacuation orders and alerts going out in the evening or at night

•

No volunteers readily available at night

•

Jurisdiction that will be receiving evacuees will need to be notified and readied to
receive them

•

Services for evacuees at reception centres were complicated to access especially for
individuals special needs

•

Prince George was sending people home before ESS was able to manage

Roadblocks
Successes
•

Limited access appeared to decrease theft in order areas and gave some sense of
security to evacuees that their properties were protected

Challenges
•

RBs poorly handled, caused unnecessary stress and grief

•

Roadblocks were not sensibly placed or managed consistently

•

RBs not consistent and were poorly publicized

•

Some people in alert only zones were unable to exit to get supplies or travel freely
outside of their area

•

Some evacuated homes were left unprotected by location of RBs

•

Overpowering tactics used unnecessarily

•

At road blocks, people who were allowed through to make food deliveries were unable
to get back out to get more – made no sense

•

Racial profiling at roadblocks was reported
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Permits
Successes
•

The permitting process improved as the event progressed

•

Re-entry permit process became effective quickly

Challenges
•

Access permit process did not work well – often people needed to cross several
roadblocks (RBs) to get a permit to allow them to cross the RBs

•

Consistency of permitting

•

Inconsistency with permits was unfair and was challenging to administer the process
with the public - People would get permits while others in similar situations would not
which impacted trust and credibility while affecting staff negatively

•

Establishing a consistent permitting process during the event was challenging and
should have been in place prior

•

Permitting a significant challenge for BCWFS – need to be able to move suppression
resources freely – stopped at the Quesnel roadblock

Training
Successes
• Some staff had training and awareness of EOC operations
•

Linkages and some collaborative exercises had occurred with other agencies prior to
the fires

Challenges
•

Few CRD staff had EOC training and had exercised in their expected roles

•

Staff had little to no familiarity with CRD EOC forms and processes

•

CRD electoral areas had no emergency support capacity or training

Elected Officials
Elected officials in the region have responsibility for supporting their respective constituents in
their respective electoral area as well as being members of the Regional Board. The
information gathered from these Directors reflects the experiences that they faced during this
event and crosses many subject areas. In general, the material gathered from the individual EA
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Directors is consolidated in this section and covers a wide range of issues and services. Not all
of these comments are directly related to the CRD EOC operations during this event though
were seen as having impact on the overall response and management from their perspectives
and role as community advocates.
Successes
•

Communications improved as the event progressed

•

Coordination improved as the event progressed

•

Permitting improved as the event progressed

•

Situational awareness improved as the event progressed

•

Everybody pulled together and did the best they could

•

Everything went fairly well based on the information available and considering the nature
of the event

•

Good information sharing on the coordination calls

•

Agencies worked well together

•

Alerts and orders went well

•

As things slowed down the EOC was able to get prewarning out regarding new orders
and alerts

•

Three communities were cut off, managed to get someone into the EOC- local
knowledge made it work

•

Adequate notification during initial event

•

Public messaging went well but could always be improved

•

Local media were great

•

Length of time to complete evacuations was minimal

•

No push back from constituents on orders

•

Overall communications were good in core area i.e. internet

•

Brought the community together

•

Public communications were good considering the nature of the event x 4

•

Coordination calls with the EOC went well once up and running

•

Briefing the Directors prior to alerts and orders going out was critical and successful

•

Permitting in conjunction with BCCA made huge difference with the agriculture
community
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FN liaison from the province was a great help but still needed personal contact until
relationship established

•

Clear line of command in the EOC

•

Great support from around the province

•

Good support for evacuees throughout the province

•

Directors briefed by Fire Centre

•

Directors were notified

•

Coordination calls for directors was effective once established

•

Director sharing information on social media helped with getting information out to the
community

•

Social media communications from the CRD EOC was good once up and running

•

Daily briefings from BCWFS went well

•

Miocene held community meetings every couple of days which went well

•

Community response was good

•

Horsefly Firehall was open 24/7 – acted as check-in/check-out for public information and
road conditions

•

Fire Department acted as waypoint to provide basics to evacuees such as water, dog
food, etc.

•

Townhall meetings were well done but poorly communicated

•

If it wasn’t for the ranchers there would not have been anything left in the Chilcoltin

•

Fairly good awareness on a regional level

•

CRD EOC response was very good

•

When seeking information through the CRD EOC sometimes got people that couldn’t
give an answer to questions but made sure they got the right people to address the
query

Challenges
•

External agency vetoing EOC decisions that were made collaboratively with the same
agency earlier

•

Got information from same place as public through media – did not allow proper
understanding of the situation to support the directives with the community

•

Different directors were doing different amounts and types of work – no
consistency/clarity off expectations
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•

Communication between EA Directors and mayors was disjointed.

•

BC Wildfire services need to tap into local knowledge

•

Inconsistent approach by BC Wildfire staff

•

Provincial pay for work by local contractors a disaster – many had to personally
subsidize their work costs on behalf of the province by putting themselves in debt

•

Some contractors had to stop supporting province as they could no longer shoulder the
costs – one contractor was in for $600K before he had to disengage his equipment due
to lack of reimbursement

•

BC Wildfire stopped working at 1630 hrs while locals continued to battle to save
properties - should have had more shifts

•

BC Wildfire Supervisors often had no fire experience and did not accept local knowledge
with respect to geography and reasoned suggestions readily

•

Once BC Wildfire teams became familiar with an area they would be changed out and
new crews would have to restart from scratch

•

Early on there was confusion by agencies understanding the different responsibilities of
CRD EOC and the Williams Lake EOC – were contacting or sending material to wrong
EOC

•

Need information sooner from Wildfire Centre – needs to be timelier as info was often
stale or significantly changed by the time it was received

•

Wildfire services used property lines and names that nobody knew – even locals did not
understand and could not decipher location of the event by the name

•

There was frustration that areas were evacuated that were not threatened

•

Poor communication in rural areas due individual lack of modern communication
technology and poor to non-existent cellular service

•

Felt that Fire Centre staff were not giving fulsome information

•

Complete disconnect between municipalities and CRD – nobody there to make
decisions at CRD level when municipality was dealing with CRD area issues throughout
the event – very uncomfortable

•

Communications with CRD were ineffective – got worse as the event progressed

•

Was making decisions on behalf of CRD on issues related to CRD areas of responsibility
– created potential for conflict

•

No resources in the South, dealing strictly with CRD issues without support

•

ESS was the greatest challenge
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•

Unnecessary delays in evacuation orders while awaiting maps

•

Fire Centre/MOTI need to have more faith in knowledge of local officials

•

Egress routes sometimes made no sense – sent to areas that were cut off and without
resources

•

At roadblocks, people who were allowed through to make food deliveries were unable to
get back out to get more – made no sense

•

ENS failed – 80% of residents were signed up and did not get notification – lulled them
into a false sense of security since nothing was received

•

Heavy equipment operators were registered in the ENS and were waiting for the call

•

Lack of notification – need better communication – no consistent updates from CRD – no
understanding of regional situation

•

Most people did not leave after order to evacuate

•

Lack of coordination working with ranchers – firefighters should have been working with
them instead of leaving at 5

•

As a CRD Director I was out of the picture

•

Maps were out dated – kept getting the same maps over and over without change

•

Forcing evacuees to go to PG when they had places they could go in Quesnel did not
make sense – some were not treated well

•

A lot of pressure on Chair

•

Directors were notified about orders and alerts by email versus phone call

•

No initial notification of fires in the South or activation of the CRD EOC

•

Queries about status of fires early in the event were not addressed quickly

•

Communications between EA Directors and mayors was disjointed

•

ENS system was not used to notify public

•

Had to combat misinformation online

•

Size of evacuation order area was challenging when people were 35 kms away from the
nearest fire threat

•

No alert before some orders and proximity was not a factor as some residents were
closer and only on alert.

•

Naming of the fires was challenging as often residents did not recognize the name of the
fire even though they were close by and knew the area impacted

•

Access to permits was challenging for constituents

•

Permits were often not recognized by RCMP
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Lack of technology capability throughout the region limited access to information for
many residents

•

CRD lost trained support due to evacuation orders impacting staff

•

Burn out of ESS staff compounded and already challenging situation

•

Difficulty getting ESS staff

•

Communication with residents in reception centres to get info was inconsistent

•

Lack of reliable information from fire centre- got worse as the event progressed

•

Information from forestry was inconsistent and scattered – dealing with different fire
centres

•

Impossible to talk to road blocks consistently – RCMP seen to be confrontational

•

RCMP had three command centres in the region- created inconsistencies

•

Timeliness of alerts and orders

•

Delays in information sharing on alerts and orders from fire centre due to the scale of the
event

•

Confidentiality was an issue in some areas

•

Misinformation was pasted on Facebook by people who had attended briefings

•

Changes in phrasing from Fire Centre incident commanders of the fire centre created
confusion – should be consistent

•

Need to provide key points in a separate message for those that cannot access
streaming video

•

Alerts were not effective initially – need to get local knowledge to improve awareness in
community

•

Directors had no communications with EOC initially and were unable to answer
constituents’ questions

•

DriveBC was wrong or had no information with respect to local roads – was good for
highway info only

•

Large overview maps were impossible to read – no names

•

No fuel to cut off communities that were not under order

•

Difficulty communicating alert and order naming when contradicted all the time

•

Back roads information – MoTI stated it was EOC responsibility and vice versa – never
was corrected

•

Inability for people not in order areas to get prescriptions or to medical appointments
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People that were out of area during initial event were not able to get back home and had
no support – not in order area but blocked from returning

•

Communications with First Nation communities was a challenge

•

Media tour of 150 Mile House – no one told Director or home owners

•

Poor notice to communities about upcoming townhall meetings

•

Lack of notification – no consistent updates from the CRD – Directors had no
understanding of regional situation

•

Most people did not leave their homes during evacuation orders

•

Lack of coordination working with ranchers – ranchers were fighting the fires and
firefighters should have worked with them

•

May not have had as much loss if fire services had been quicker and worked with locals
– locals were going to stay and fight the fires anyways so should have utilized those
resources

•

Maps were outdated; kept getting same maps over and over again without changes

•

Residents couldn’t get permits locally which created anger and frustration

Demobilization
Successes
•

In general demobilization of the EOC went well

Challenges
•

Demobilization of responders was not well planned

•

CISD services were not universally available and the need for these after this event may
have been under appreciated

•

As the situation stabilized, EOC staff were asked to perform regular duties as well as
EOC functions which is extremely difficult to manage
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OPPORTUNITIES
During any emergency there will always be lessons learned and areas identified that could
benefit from improvement no matter how robust and effective plans and response processes
currently in place were. In large scale events such as the 2017 wildfires affecting the Cariboo
Regional District, the variables and sheer magnitude of the associated response components
makes it impossible to plan for and fully anticipate all eventualities. A progressive, learning
organization embraces these lessons and utilizes the material to challenge and inform the
revision of standing emergency plans.

The points captured in this section were drawn from comments shared during the AAR debriefs
and interviews and represent a diversity of ideas and viewpoints that provide a multifocal
perspective of potential enhancement areas for consideration for future CRD EOC planning and
engagement.

1. Activation and Notification
Update and enhance EOC activation notification process
Primary and alternate contact numbers for department heads should be available to allow
timely notification
Enhance the threat notification process to heighten organizational and staff awareness of
potential events
Primary and alternate contact numbers for department heads should be available to allow
timely notification
CRD needs to create and/or use an established template for agriculture operations to be
included in the regional emergency plan
Ensure consistent approach to the use of the ENS in emergencies to align with system
promotion

2. Initial Response Fire Services
Ensure alternate communications processes are in place in the event the EOC is
unreachable
Ensure that alternate communications technology in place in case of equipment/system
failure
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Enhance site/fire ground leadership training and coordination
Need 24/7 communications continuity with regional EOC during events
Require regular updating of contact lists – consider having phones attached to positions
versus person to minimize changeover of numbers when staff changes
Consider better utilization of amateur radio and industry communications capability to
enhance communication capability
Review resource request process from site to EOC to EMBC and back. Improve speed
and better communication to close the loop
Create common resource request forms – align with EMBC where possible for continuity
Consider implementing complex incident site management processes to improve span of
control and coordination of multiple sites for large events
Better information sharing for briefing to sites from EOC
Sprinkler protection unit (SPU) training would be valuable
Establish coordination calls with all sites and include potential mutual aid departments
Prioritization of operations consistent with BCEMS goals
Conduct regular multi agency exercises
Partner external assistance with local expertise
Establish common IDs when possible
Ensure notification to operations before public for alerts/orders where possible for outgoing
but always before rescinding orders as crews may not be prepared for return of public
(roads blocked with equipment, not expecting civilian traffic, etc)
Evacuation coordination would be improved by having liaisons in local EOCs
Maintain basic level of MREs/H2O at stations to support crews in case supplies cut off or
unavailable due to distance/time of day
Provide adequate ICS training in conjunction with EOC training and collaborative exercises
– clarify expectations of all teams
Maintain basic stock of self-care items to support crews on extended ops
Enhance site/fire ground leadership training and coordination
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3. Initial Response - SAR
It is important to recognize that many SAR volunteers wear multiple hats such as fire or
ESS. This will significantly impact the overall volunteer availability during large scale
events.
The CRD and RCMP need to engage and train SAR volunteers on latest evacuation plans
and processes
RCMP need to use local knowledge from SAR members during evacuation planning

4.

EOC - Organizational Structure
Clear leadership in the EOC is an imperative
Clarify action planning process
Elected officials do not direct EOC staff and should not be in the EOC
Pre-identify key liaison agencies and practice notification
Scale liaisons to event
Need effective and collaborative leadership that empowers staff to do their roles
Need to improve span of control
Clarify roles and expectations for liaisons and EOC team
Establish EOC orientation for liaisons
EOC leader needs to delegate
Establish set location/positions for liaisons
Set-up process to support liaison administrative needs
Integrate liaison updates in daily briefings
Ensure that appropriate liaisons are included in planning/advanced planning –
communicate ideas and concepts before finalizing to avoid conflict
A consistent contact number for CRD EOC rep is necessary (24/7)
EOC staff need to be empowered and supported – not micro-managed
Set specific breakout rooms for conference calls
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Ensure consistent contact numbers for liaisons are maintained and clear chain of
communications/command is established
Jurisdictional maps would be helpful to identify potential stakeholders
EOC leadership needs to listen to team when considering processes or plans
Get basic map layers for neighbouring areas
Documentation management in the EOC has to improve
Need Williams Lake in the EOC – should be integral partners
PREOC and regional districts need to coordinate more effectively
Need to invite municipalities to the EOC on a regular basis
Ensure that appropriate liaisons are included in planning/advanced planning –
communicate ideas and concepts before finalizing to avoid conflict
Get basic map layers for neighbouring areas
Jurisdictional maps would be helpful to identify potential stakeholders

5.

EOC – Awareness and info Sharing
Establish a consistent and efficient process for sit reps
Validate sit rep info daily
Need to improve information to the Board
Establish regular operations briefings with the site
Public facing situation reports should be sent to all staff
Include front office staff in daily briefings
Set training and exercises with external agencies regularly
Jurisdictional maps would be helpful to identify potential stakeholders

6.

EOC – Plans and Processes
CRD emergency plans should be updated
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Establish clear concept of operations between CRD and local authorities/prov/FN’s/and
regional districts
Need to manage email flow and have clear plan for activation and demobilization
Depth of knowledge on ENS needs to be shared
Emergency management knowledge around plans and EOC processes need to be shared
with CRD staff
Need clear approval process for financial commitments
Key CRD specialists should document best practices for inclusion in new EOC plans and
procedures
Updated paperwork/documentation required
Establish strong foundational documentation, role clarity, and expectations for logistics –
scope of responsibility
Set up recordings on public phone lines into the CRD to automatically redirect calls to
appropriate areas during events
Pre-planning and communication/education of those plans needs to be undertaken with
rural residents, so they will know what to expect during evacuation alerts and orders. This
education would allow them to be better prepared for the next event where alerts and
orders may be issued by the CRD

7. EOC – Facility
Set specific breakout rooms for conference calls
Security at the EOC needs to improve – no nonessential personnel should be permitted
Alternate EOC sites should be pre-identified, stocked, tested and ready in the event that the
primary CRD EOC needs to be evacuated as was almost the case in this event

8. EOC – Staffing
EOC staff need to be dedicated to that role – cannot be expected to do both EOC and
regular job
Create an EOC staffing resource plan – mutual aid agreements
Establish a planned transition for EOC staff for rotations out
Need to establish an on-call roster of trained staff
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Set-up process to support liaison administrative needs
Establish a clearly defined EOC staffing plan that includes alternates
Finance needs to be in the EOC early otherwise unable to catch up
Establish set location/positions for liaisons
Establish EOC orientation for liaisons
Clarify roles and expectations for liaisons and EOC team
Scale liaisons to event
Pre-identify key liaison agencies and practice notification
Get basic map layers for neighbouring areas
Exit interviews/follow-up on liaison departure
Establish demobilization plans for external liaisons
Important to have the right people in the right positions
Staff need training in EOC
Many EOC staff were also victims of the event - early and ongoing critical incident support
should be in place
Need fire expertise in EOC to vet resource requests for appropriateness
Experienced liaisons will naturally fill voids in absence of leadership – can create challenges
and disrupt the flow of EOC processes
CRD staffing processes for the EOC was ineffective and should not be handled that way
during future events
People volunteering in the EOC need to be supported and exposed to a welcoming and
collaborative environment that recognizes their efforts as part of the team
Staff working in the EOC need to be empowered with guidance and support from the EOC
leadership and not micromanaged
Staff need EOC training and practice to build competence and confidence
Strong thought should be given to including a William’s Lake liaison in the regional EOC for
future events
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9. EOC – Resource Management
Set clear parameters for responsibility for resource acquisition and what the CRD is
responsible for
Delays in PREOC response to EAFs was often due to lack of information on the requests
Have PREOC rep in the EOC to assist with resource requests and coordination
The EOC needs to put enough information on the EAFs to allow effective decision making at
the PREOC
Many owners of heavy equipment were signed up on ENS as emergency resources and
were waiting for a call through that system that never came though the resources were
required

10. EOC – Public Information
Establish consistent public messaging with other agencies/EOCs/local authorities
Collaborative public messaging – clarify who can deliver agency/provincial messaging
Create and post summary of video information on social media as many rural residents
cannot access video online due to service limitations
Public facing communications at CRD front desk need to be consistent and kept
professional
Consider adopting TNRD approach to post structure loss and notification
Review banner system on website for public information
Incorporate local knowledge on how best to get a message out to the specific communities
Local authority and BCWFS need to get better information to residents sooner – could
have got immediate footage to share from impacted interface areas using tools such as
drone pics and video

11. Alerts and Orders
Need clear and well communicated process for managing orders and alerts
AG and range staff should be consulted on orders to ensure least amount of disruption to
farming operations
RCMP need to use local knowledge from SAR teams in evacuation planning
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Timing of orders needs to be realistic i.e., not 1 am
Populations in cut off areas need to be supported with necessities, fuel and access to
medical care
Evacuation order and alert zones need to be clearly documented and communicated
Consult with local knowledge before finalizing orders

12. Evacuation Processes
Using a phased approach to evacuations in areas with larger populations would have
improved flow of traffic and limited backlogs at ESS reception centres
Determine how long it will take to move vulnerable people and livestock effectively to act
as a reference for future evacuation situations
Need to get more information to evacuees

13. Emergency Social Services
Need to establish greater ESS capacity early in the event
All agencies that provide emergency social services should work together to avoid
duplication
Need to provide regular updates to evacuees to ensure consistent messaging an limit
speculation
Consider creating an app on social media where people can go online and mark
themselves safe – look at tech tools to help with evacuee tracking
Establish a number for evacuees to call to limit reception centre registration grief for those
people that had other places to stay

15. Roadblocks
When planning road blocks the potential impact on dairy farms needs to be considered due
to the requirements for regular milking
Important to establish and clearly articulate to personnel manning road blocks what is to be
considered an essential service
Early notification to Directors of roadblocks with rationale would make huge difference in
communication with the public
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16. Permits
Need clearly defined and consistently administered permit processes
Permitting process needs to be clearly documented and agreed upon by all levels

17. Training
Provide training for identified EOC staff and ensure adequate depth for positions in the
event of absences
Need to engage AG rep for planning and exercising in the future
Engagement at interagency education provided by BCWFS – what information will be
available and how to use it
ENS training needs to happen for competency
Cross training between the local authorities and BCWFS at the EOC and ROC level to
allow consultation and to gain perspective and should share resources on smaller events
SAR teams need to have ongoing training and engagement as part of CRD emergency
exercises to strengthen and practice evacuation processes and communications and
effective use of SAR

18. Elected Officials
Would like to see external agency debriefs go broader and include impacted local
authorities
Directors need better understanding of EOCs and their role
EOC and Emergency management orientation should be part of Director orientation
Role clarity is needed or Directors during emergencies – do’s and don’ts
Need clear chain of command – who to call for information or issue management
Elicit local director knowledge before finalizing evacuation orders/roadblock locations –
could limit unnecessary evacuations by suggesting minor alterations based on the reality
of properties on the ground
Consider sharing EOC situation reports with Directors to improve their awareness of
regional operations
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BC Wildfire teams should consider staggering the change out of teams to ensure
continuity of local knowledge
Consider having CRD liaison in North, Central and South to assist with decision making
and coordination
Need to have better understanding of ESS challenges in smaller communities – quicker
support from the province required
Consolidation of multiple agency messaging into easily digestible format for sharing with
the public
Community wildfire fuel management and fire smart activities should be enhanced
All agencies need consistent training and should undertake collaborative exercises
Consider staging evacuations in phases to minimize congestion and delays
Consistent coordination of messaging amongst elected officials important
Directors should be notified of any pending weather or other threat on a regular basis to
ensure they are aware
Develop a handbook for elected officials for reference in an emergency – consider a
memory stick with key emergency information that they can keep with them
Life safety must overrule process
Directors need education and clarity around process for issuing alerts and orders
Make more effective use of ENS to notify around alerts and evacuations
Notify directors by phone or ENS versus email
Public should be able to sign up on ENS by phone or in person
Need more emergency management capability in the electoral areas to improve
coordination during emergencies
Consider establishing sub-regional EOCs to support CRD EOC during emergencies
Consider using CPAC on provincial channel to communicate with evacuees
Need to have Fire Centre rep on the update videos to talk on fire status
Army should have been place earlier
EOC needs to use local knowledge to confirm common naming of routes for orders and
evacuation orders to avoid confusion
Communities need to be better prepared to be on their own during emergencies
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Directors need to be included on daily coordination calls early in the event
Directors need line into EOC or to someone for clarification of information for constituents
Establish electoral area EOCs to coordinate and support rural communities
Need clearly defined process as to how alerts and orders will be communicated
ENS needs to be better utilized to give notice of alerts and orders and rescinding of
orders
Community members look to elected officials for information and guidance during
emergencies – they therefore need to be well informed in order to provide clear
messaging and to dispel any incorrect information to avoid confusion

19.

Demobilization
Switching between day to day functions and EOC operations during demobilization is very
challenging for staff impacts effectiveness in both areas
Demobilization planning should be started earlier in the event and should include all
agencies and areas that the CRD is responsible for
Process for follow-up with staff post event
Establish demobilization plans for external liaisons
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations from this after action review are meant to strengthen and build upon
existing processes and efforts. In many cases, activity on a number of the suggested
recommendations may already be underway and would potentially benefit from acceleration and
consideration of wider application.

Some of the recommendations can be acted upon and implemented quickly. Other
recommendations will require additional time and analysis. Ultimately, the recommendations are
intended to ensure that all communities in the region are better prepared to deal with future
interface fires.

Electoral Areas
1. The electoral areas should be supported by a Regional Community Emergency Support
program that facilitates the community preparation and response to emergencies. This
outreach program would be supported and function under the direction of the Regional
Emergency Program. This approach would significantly enhance the coordination of
community responses in the electoral areas and increase the overall effectiveness of the
CRD emergency program.

2. Fire services in electoral areas need better support and coordination with respect to
information sharing and resources from the CRD EOC during emergency response
events that overwhelm local services. This could be facilitated through the Regional
Community Emergency Support program concept recommended above.

3. The emergency programs in the electoral areas should be exercised regularly in
conjunction with the CRD EOC and Regional Emergency Program to practice
information sharing and coordination processes.

4.

Work closely with the agriculture community to identify the largest and most vulnerable
livestock operations and farms. Plans should be developed collaboratively with that
community that identify individual site needs and expected lead time necessary to
support an effective evacuation of livestock.
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EOC
5. A review and updating of CRD EOC policies and processes should be undertaken to
incorporate lessons learned from the 2017 wildfire season activation. Once updated,
these should be socialized with staff and practiced as part of an ongoing training and
exercise regime.

6. Based on the experience gained at the EOC during this recent event, it would be
important to identify the key liaisons that would be involved in a large-scale event and
incorporate those agency representatives into ongoing CRD EOC exercises and training.

7. Consider investigating the procurement of situational awareness and emergency
management software that will enhance record keeping related to position logs and
decisions made in the EOC using electronic forms and allow the establishment of a
common operating platform for information sharing between the CRD and stakeholder
representatives. This would allow a more effective approach to the collection and
sharing of important information thereby enhancing collaborative decision-making
efforts. Public facing communications could also be enhanced by this type of software.

8. Develop and retain in the EOC a series of maps that show the respective jurisdictions for
those agencies that do not align with the regional area boundaries i.e., RCMP, Health
Authority, BC Wildfire Agency.

9. Develop a plan in collaboration with key stakeholders for the identification and
evacuation of livestock from alert and order areas. This plan should include preidentifying non-commercial farm operators, potential partnerships and reciprocal
agreements with other regions and agricultural operations to receive livestock, and
resources for the transport of livestock. This plan should also predict amount of time
and the resources necessary to evacuate the identified sites.
10. During future EOC activations, staff should be rotated out regularly for a break after 1014 days on a EOC activation. This is especially the case if the EOC operating hours are
extended as they were in the initial stages of this activation.
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11. Consider establishing or enhancing regional emergency communication centres using
amateur radio operators in the CRD EOC and at key sites within the region as deemed
appropriate. This will increase the resiliency and capacity for communication and
coordination in the event that normal telecommunication infrastructure is interrupted
during emergencies.
12. Ensure that an CRD EOC representative can be accessed 24/7 during EOC activations.
A regional duty officer program during normal periods would enhance regional
preparedness and responsiveness if not currently in place.

Elected Officials
13. All CRD Board members should receive emergency management orientation training for
elected officials which should include a guide on their roles during emergencies. This
training should be reinforced with tabletop exercises. Where possible the board should
be included in regional emergency exercises to gain practice within their scope of
responsibility during emergencies.

Training
14. The CRD should enhance staff EOC training and consider partnerships with local
authorities and agencies to ensure a three-deep contingency of trained personnel that
can be called upon to staff a regional EOC when activated.

15. Train personnel in the electoral areas to support local communities during emergencies
through the proposed Regional Community Emergency Support program. The CRD
EOC would support these teams during activations and those personnel could be used
to support the Regional EOC.

Demobilization
16. Debriefing and support counselling for all staff and volunteers involved in the event
should be considered and accessed early during any EOC activation. This is especially
important when personnel staffing the EOC are also potential victims of the emergency.
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All personnel involved in an emergency of this nature should be offered and encouraged
to access post incident support services. This opportunity should be offered to support
staff that came from external authorities and agencies to ensure that they are given
opportunity for appropriate follow-up post event.

Notifications
17. Increase the expansion and enhancement of the CRD’s Emergency Notification system
to the public. This will improve the ability for the region to get messaging out quickly.
Understanding and ability to activate the system should be given to a number of key staff
to ensure that it can be utilized in the event that there are staff absences.

18. The EOC should utilize the proposed Regional Community Emergency Support program
to gain local knowledge on preplanning for evacuation orders and alerts. This will help
ensure consistent messaging at all levels in the region and will decrease confusion and
anxiety amongst the areas being impacted by evacuation alerts and orders.

Evacuations
19. The CRD should consider pre-identifying and designating evacuation zones for the
region. This pre-planning should include access and egress routes, with consistent
naming, within CRD electoral areas and communities to improve effectiveness of future
evacuations. Once the regional evacuation zones are identified, the public should be
educated as to which zone they reside to increase awareness and ease of evacuation
alert notice.

20. Consideration should be given to establishing a protocol with key stakeholders on how
the CRD EOC will communicate with evacuees to ensure that displaced persons have
ready access to status of their situations.

21. The CRD needs to develop and document clear processes to establish and rescind
alerts and orders in conjunction with the electoral areas and key agency stakeholders
(BCWFS, First Nations, EMBC, RCMP).
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22. Work collaboratively with agencies such as the RCMP and regional SAR to develop
clear and agreed upon roles, processes and approach to evacuations. This plan should
be practiced at least annually prior to the fire season to familiarize evacuation teams with
their expected responsibilities and actions.

23. Enhance public education with respect to necessary preparations and processes to
improve response to evacuations alerts and orders and to enhance community
preparedness and resiliency.

24. Pre-planning should be undertaken to address the support and re-supply needs of those
residents that are in communities on alert or non-alert status that have been cut off from
access to supplies by areas under evacuation order. This can be planned based on
scenarios using the predesignated evacuation zones model recommended in #19.

25. Work closely with other adjacent regional districts to enhance collaboration during
emergencies. This should include collaborative training and cross jurisdictional
exercises. Consider establishing a process whereby staff resources can be shared
during single region activations to allow cross pollination of information and processes
which would improve coordination during larger events.

26. Relationships with First Nations should be developed and enhanced to incorporate First
Nations in regional planning and preparedness efforts. This should include joint training
and exercises and can be facilitated in conjunction with EMBC efforts to support First
Nations preparedness and response under the new agreement with the federal
government.

Emergency Social Services
27. The Regional Community Emergency Support program should enhance ESS capability
in rural areas to support their communities in the event of emergencies. This type of
program is often developed through community volunteer initiatives and operates as
extensions of the CRD Regional Emergency Program and would be supported by the
CRD EOC. These local resources can provide excellent depth for the region as a whole
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as ESS team members in unaffected areas can be drawn on to provide support depth to
any regional response to impacted areas.

Mitigation
28. Enhance and promote Fire Smart activities in areas that are at the greatest risk of
interface fire. This activity should include encouraging the public to adhere to Fire Smart
guidelines for personal property.
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CONCLUSION

The Cariboo Regional District experienced an unprecedented wildfire season in 2017.
Ultimately, despite the extent and scale of the fires impacting the region, there was limited
damage and no loss of life. This was mainly due to the efforts of all those personnel from within
the region and across the province that were involved in the response and the coordination and
support of those response efforts.

The Cariboo Regional District EOC team performed tremendously well under extreme and
extended pressure while many of the CRD team’s own families and homes were evacuated or
at risk. The dedication of the staff and the innovative approach to problem solving and
collaboration with all stakeholders demonstrated leadership and effectiveness that was
recognized by all that engaged with the CRD EOC during this event.
On a personal note, I had the pleasure of working with the team in the CRD EOC team during
the early stage of this emergency. The commitment, proactive collaboration and positive “can
do” attitude of the CRD staff and leadership under these extremely stressful conditions was
remarkable and worthy of the highest praise. I hope the learnings and recommendations
included in this report assist in strengthening this already amazing team and helps prepare for
the next emergency event that will occur. I wish you all the best and thank you for the
experience and opportunity.

Regards,

Shawn Carby, CD, BHSc, MAL, ABCP
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ANNEX 1: TABLE OF ACRONYMS
AAR

After Action Review

BCEHS

British Columbia Emergency Health Services

BCCA

British Columbia Cattleman’s Association

BCEMS

British Columbia Emergency Management System

CRD

Cariboo Regional District

EA

Electoral Area

EMBC

Emergency Management BC

ENS

Emergency Notification System

EOC

Emergency Operations Centre

EPC

Emergency Program Coordinator

ESS

Emergency Social Services

FN

First Nations

FOCC

Fire Operations Communication Centre

GIS

Geographic Information Systems

HA

Health Authorities

HEM

Health Emergency Management

ICS

Incident Command System

IHA

Interior Health Authority

OFC

Office of the Fire Commissioner

MoA

Ministry of Agriculture

MoE

Ministry of Environment

MoH

Ministry of Health

MoTI

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure

PECC

Provincial Emergency Coordination Centre

PHAC

Public Health Agency of Canada

PREOC

Provincial Regional Emergency Operations Centre

PSSG

Public Safety and Solicitor General

ROC

Regional Operations Centre

SPU

Sprinkler Protection Unit

WSBC

WorkSafe British Columbia
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ANNEX 2: SURVEY RESULTS
During the 2017 wildfire event 167 individuals were involved in staffing and directly supporting
the CRD EOC operations. These people were critical in ensuring the success of the response
and came from many jurisdictions and agencies throughout the province. In order to garner
their important input in the AAR process a survey sent out to all identified participants in the
CRD EOC.

The survey contained ten questions that were designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the
CRD EOC operations and processes, leadership, communication and level of personal
preparedness with respect to the roles performed. The questions were based on a rating system
that would allow a final overall scoring of the answers on an effectiveness scale of one to five
with five being the highest. Full responses and comments are covered in a separate
supplemental document.

Seventy five (75) responses were received and a compilation of the overall rating of each
question and the associated comments are included.
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Q4 Do you feel you had adequate support within the CRD EOC to
perform the role that you were assigned?
Answered: 75

Skipped: 0

Level of
Support

0

NOT
AT
ALL
Level of
Support

1

FAIR LEVEL OF
SUPPORT

2.67%
2

2

MODERATE LEVEL
OF SUPPORT

12.00%
9

3

4

GOOD LEVEL
OF SUPPORT

13.33%
10

5

VERY GOOD LEVEL
OF SUPPORT

48.00%
36

24.00%
18

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

75

3.79

Q5 How would you rate the situational awareness and information
sharing that occurred within the CRD EOC during your time there?
Answered: 75

Skipped: 0

Information
Sharing

0

POOR
Information Sharing

8.00%
6

1

FAIR
13.33%
10

2

GOOD
32.00%
24

3

VERY GOOD
30.67%
23

48

4

EXCELLENT
16.00%
12

5

TOTAL
75

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
3.33
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Q6 How would you rate the effectiveness of communication between the
various EOC sections and liaisons during your time in the CRD EOC?
Answered: 75

Skipped: 0

Liaison
Communication

0

1

POOR
Liaison Communication

FAIR

8.00%
6

2

GOOD

13.33%
10

3

VERY GOOD

40.00%
30

4

EXCELLENT

30.67%
23

5

TOTAL

8.00%
6

WEIGHTED AVERAGE

75

3.17

Q7 Please rate the quality of leadership that was demonstrated at the
CRD EOC during your time there
Answered: 75

Skipped: 0

EOC Leadership

0

POOR
EOC Leadership

1.33%
1

FAIR
6.67%
5

1

2

GOOD

VERY GOOD

22.67%
17

3

42.67%
32

49

4

EXCELLENT
26.67%
20

5

TOTAL
75

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
3.87
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Q8 Please rate your overall experience during your time at the CRD EOC
Answered: 75

Skipped: 0

Overall EOC
Eperience

0

POOR
Overall EOC Eperience

0.00%
0

1

FAIR
6.67%
5

2

GOOD
21.33%
16

3

VERY GOOD
41.33%
31
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4

EXCELLENT
30.67%
23

5

TOTAL
75

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
3.96
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ANNEX 3: SAMPLE SITUATION REPORT

CRD EOC Situation Report
Local Authority: Cariboo Regional District
Date and Time:
8/15/2017 13:00
EMBC Task Number:
181862
Prepared by:

CRD EOC Planning

Approved by:

Erick Peterson, EOC Director

EOC Contact:

Report Type:

Name

Scott Lebus – Planning Section

Agency:

Cariboo Regional District

Phone #:

( 250 )

392 -2692

Fax #:

( 250 )

392 -2812 (CRD office)

E-mail:

Initial
X Update # 41
Final

Situation Forecast:
X

eocplanningclerk@cariboord.bc.ca

Highlights (Situational Overview-Key Points): New information indicated in bold
-

Aug 15 – Spokin Lake Alert – Central Area
Aug 15 – Soda Creek Road/Frizzi Road area #3 Alert – Central Area
Aug 15 – North and South of Mountain House Road #3 Alert – Central Area
Aug 15 – South of Frizzi Road to Hwy 20 Alert – Central Area
Aug 13 – Canim Lake/Hendrix Lake Area Alert – South Area
Aug 13 – East of Tatla Lake to west of Alexis Creek Area Alert – Chilcotin
Aug 12 – Central Cariboo Area Alert #5 – Central Area
Aug 12 – Chilanko Forks Area Alert – Chilcotin Area
Aug 12 – Riske Creek to Fraser River Area Alert – Chilcotin Area
Aug 12 – North of McCauley Lake to Gavin Lake Order – Central Area
Aug 12 – North of Highway 20 to South of Tzenzaicut Lake Order #4 – Chilcotin Area
Aug 12 – Alexis Creek to Riske Creek Order – Chilcotin Area
Aug 12 – Canim Lake Area Expansion #1 Order – South Area
Aug 11 – East of the Nazko Road to the Fraser River Boundary – South of Quesnel Alert
Aug 11 – Maeford Lake Area Order
Aug 11 – Northwest Side of Quesnel Lake Order
Aug 11 – East of the Titetown Area to CRD Westerly Boundary Order

-

Estimated structural losses to date: 49 homes and 132 outbuildings

-

11,184 self-registered people in our emergency notification system (2,052 when EOC opened)

-

Aug 14 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 248 calls
Aug 13 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 174 calls
Aug 12 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 147 calls
Aug 11 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 186 calls
Aug 10 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 113 calls
Aug 9 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 119 calls
1
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-

Aug 8 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 143 calls
Aug 7 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 123 calls
Aug 6 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 61 calls
Aug 5 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 102 calls
Aug 4 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 183 calls
Aug 3 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 211 calls
Aug 2 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 204 calls
Aug 1 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 239 calls
July 31 – Call center from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm, 331 calls
July 30 – Call center from midnight – 4:40 pm, 255 calls

-

Aug 14 – 1107 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 13 – 1070 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 12 – 1062 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 11 – 1039 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 10 – 1005 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 9 – 988 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 8 – 974 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 7 – 971 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 6 – 969 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 5 – 968 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 4 – 954 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 3 – 920 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 2 – 888 total access/pass-through permits issued
Aug 1 – No additional access/pass-through permits issued
July 31 – No additional access/pass-through permits issued

-

Closely monitoring the White Lake West fire and Hanceville fire due to potential significant implications for
the City of WL and surrounding areas, and evacuation routes north and south
Closely monitoring the Elephant Hill fire due to potential significant implications for the south Cariboo,
and evacuation route south

-

Current Priority Needs: (Resources/Information/Support)
Resource Request Attached:

Yes or

X

No

New Evacuation Orders or Alerts:
Currently 14 evacuation Alerts and 11 evacuation Orders in effect
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People Impacted (Estimated/Confirmed): Estimated numbers based on address point data
Estimated number of parcels:

Estimated population affected:

North:
Aug 11 –East of the Nazko Road to the Fraser River Boundary –
South of Quesnel Alert – 552 parcels
Aug 11 – East of the Titetown Area to CRD Westerly Boundary
Order – 1011 parcels
Aug 2 – Kluskus, Blackwater, Clisbako, Nazko area Order – 427
parcels
July 15 - McCalister to Kersley Alert – 523 parcels
July 9 – Dragon Mtn Alert – 413 parcels

Total estimated CRD population
on Alert: 12,782

Central:
Aug 15 – Spokin Lake Alert – 317 parcels
Aug 15 – Soda Creek Road/Frizzi Road area #3 Alert – 256
parcels
Aug 15 – North and South of Mountain House Road #3 Alert –
97 parcels
Aug 15 – South of Frizzi Road to Hwy 20 Alert – 0 parcels
Aug 12 – North of McCauley Lake to Gavin Lake Order – 41 parcels
Aug 12 – Central Cariboo Area Alert #5 – 6734 parcels
Aug 11 – Maeford Lake Area Order – 0 parcels
Aug 11 – Northwest Side of Quesnel Lake Order – 22 parcels
Aug 9 – North of McCauley Lake Area Alert – 27 parcels
Aug 4 – East of the Fraser River to Helena Lake Road Alert – 524
Chilcotin:
Aug 13 – East of Tatla Lake to west of Alexis Creek Area Alert –
476 parcels
Aug 12 – North of Highway 20 to South of Tzenzaicut Lake Order
#4 – 892 parcels
Aug 12 – Alexis Creek to Riske Creek Order – 674 parcels
Aug 10 – Anahim Lake and Nimpo Lake Area Order – 915 parcels
Aug 4 – South of Highway 20 to Southern CRD Boundary and East
to Fraser River Order – 1312 parcels
Aug 4 – Kleena Kleene Area #2 Order – 123 parcels
July 14 – Tatla Lake Area Alert – 100 parcels
South:
Aug 13 – Canim Lake/Hendrix Lake Area Alert – 837 parcels
July 29 – North Green Lake Area Order – 635 parcels
July 29 – South of Highway 24 Alert – 1,645 parcels
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Total estimated CRD population on Order:
1,386
City of Williams Lake population on Alert:
10,753
District of 100 Mile population on Alert: 0
CRD Area under Alert: 1,026,740.98
hectares
CRD Area under Order: 3,207,003.42
hectares
Indigenous on-reserve population affected:
3,444
Indigenous on-reserve population on Order:
1,084
TOTAL REGIONAL POPULATION AFFECTED
(including municipalities, and indigenous onreserve): 28,365
TOTAL REGIONAL POPULATION ON
ORDER (including municipalities and
ndigenous on-reserve): 2,470
*Information is based on the Census population
numbers from 2016 and reported 9-1-1 population
counts.
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CRD EOC Costs
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Transportation General Situation /Status:
Road Information
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)

Highway 97 southbound is CLOSED at the junction of Highway 24
Highway 97 northbound between Clinton and the junction of Highway 24 for egress only
Highway 97 northbound is CLOSED at the junction of Highway 99
Spokin Lake Road is CLOSED at the junction of Horsefly Road onward
Mountain House Road is CLOSED from the junction with West Coast Road to the Likely Road
West Coast Road is CLOSED from Highway 97 to Mountain House Road
West Fraser Road off of Highway 20 is CLOSED from the west side of Sheep Creek Bridge to Quesnel
Highway 20 eastbound is CLOSED at bottom of Bella Coola Hill (except for egress)
Highway 20 westbound is CLOSED at Dowling Road
Highway 20 westbound is CLOSED from Riske Creek to Alexis Creek
Highway 20 side roads are CLOSED within the evacuation order zone
Beaver Valley Road is CLOSED for 9 KM (13km in from the Junction with Horsefly road to 13 km in from
the junction with Likely Road)
Gavin Lake Road is CLOSED at the junction of Likely Road
Mountain House Road is CLOSED beyond the Deep Creek Reserve
Spanish Lake Road is CLOSED (to the North side of Quesnel Lake)
Cariboo Forest Service Road (Mathew Valley Road) is CLOSED
All Wildwood roads are CLOSED except along the Highway 97 Corridor and Wildwood Proper
Highway 97 is OPEN from Prince George to the junction of Highway 24
Pigeon Road is OPEN
Likely Road is OPEN
Hydraulic Road is OPEN to Likely
Horsefly Road is OPEN
Mountain House Road is OPEN from the junction of Highway 97 to the junction of West Coast Road
Beaver Lake Road is OPEN

DRR (Disaster
Response
Routes)
Bridges
Tunnels
Transit System
Rail (Fed.)

CN Rail lines reopened from Cache Creek
to Quesnel.

Rail (Prov.)

Critical Transportation Issues:
•
•
•
•

Need to keep routes open for critical supplies to enter and evacuees to leave.
Residents with losses want access to their properties; Planning Section is organizing guided access.
MoTI Liaison is in the EOC providing critical assistance. Needs to remain for duration if at all possible.
Permitting process for access to areas under order remains very limited.
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Customers
Without Service

Comments

#

%

Water

n/a

n/a

All CRD water systems are functioning

Sewers

n/a

n/a

Mostly private onsite systems

Hydro

n/a

n/a

Spokin Lake area revitalized at 20:00 July 29.

5

n/a

Telephone

n/a

n/a

Cable

n/a

n/a

Fortis – no change, 5 customers disconnected and
other assets ok
150 Mile – Functional but some repairs in progress
Williams Lake – OK
Wildwood – OK
Shaw Cable reporting ongoing issues in Williams
Lake. Technicians repairing where safe.

Gas

Critical Utilities Issues:
Need to protect critical comunications systems, including cell towers and hydro.

Communication Methods:
Types
Functioning:

Telephone

Email

Call Centre

Cellular
Radio

Fax
Amateur radio

Satellite

Other:

Anticipated communication problems: Two satelites have been set up in the EOC parking lot.
Damage Assessment Report:

Attached

Not Attached

Current Response Information:
Resources
1.

2.

Assigned

Available

Out of
Service

Reserved

Critical
Need

Police:

1 RCMP assigned
to EOC as liaison.

Yes

Search and Rescue:

SAR liaison
members are in
EOC for PREOC
calls, and in contact
through Ops.

Yes

Fire:
Structural fire-fighters
actively engaged

1.150 Mile
2.Miocene
3.108 Mile
4.WildWood

Structural fire apparatus
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Stationed at WL
airport

No

Wildland fire apparatus
Aircraft
Engineering/Public Works
Staff
Vehicles

Equipment

July 17 – BC
Ambulance Service
are available in WL
again

BCAS Paramedics

8

Ambulances

4

Medivac

1

3.

ESS Volunteers

TBD

4.

Military Area
Deployed

5.

Other:

6.

Evacuee Transport
Buses

112 citizens bussed
from Kamloops to
WL on July 29.
94 citizens bussed
from PG to WL on
July 20.
16 evacuees
returned to WL
from Kamloops on
July 30.

7.

Disaster
Psychosocial

To PG RC
To 100 mile RC

8.

Recovery Planning
Support

EOC Planning
working on this

2 in support

1 Vancouver crew
doing out of region
transport

No

No
Williams Lake City

No

Aug 3 – busses
arriving in WL from
PG and QNL.

No

Teams have been
ordered and
established. Aug 2
– arrived in EOC.

No

Yes
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Current ESS Reception Centre/Group Lodging Information:
Name of RC/GL
Activated

Williams Lake

Address/
Location

Boitanio Mall

Quesnel
(Operated by City of
Quesnel)

Quesnel Rec
Centre – 500
Northstar Rd

Registered
Areas

Total #
Reg.

Green Lake
Spokin Lake
Wildwood
Soda Creek
Williams Lake
Chilcotin

Total # Comments:
still
req.
help
TOTAL VOUCHERS $984,563
CRD $664,243
First Nations $123,832
Dist. of 100 Mile $28,648
City of WL $167,245
TNRD $595

+/- 12,000

Billeted 536 ppl – $6,470.55
Groc. 643 ppl – $76,863.10

Area registered
from
CRD – 1,363
First Nations - 173
100 Mile House 46
City of WL – 271
TNRD - 2

1,855

Williams Lake Resiliency Centre Information:
DATE

# SERVED
INSURANCE
(8-10
represented)

# SERVED
RED
CROSS $

CLEANING
KITS

AFTER
FIRE
KITS

COMPASSION
KITS

GOVT.
AGENCIES
PRESENT

NON-GOVT.
AGENCIES
PRESENT (banks,
utilities, Red Cross,
churches, etc.)

Aug 2

300

575

465

465

346

8

7

Aug 3
Aug 4

197
146

346
157

390
303

388
316

344
348

7
7

5
5

Aug 5

166

230

195

198

240

2

5

Aug 6

69
77
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A

543
361
255
360
270
TBD
353
169
248

273
261
241
176
267
TBD
106
199
148

519
271
252
147
329
TBD
107
94
39

769
269
224
204
518
TBD
151
N/A
156

4
3
TBD
TBD
N/A
TBD
TBD
2
2

3
2
TBD
TBD
4
TBD
TBD
N/A
N/A

Aug 7
Aug 8
Aug 9
Aug 10
Aug 11
Aug 12
Aug 13
Aug 14
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Current Health Information: Interior Health Liason is in EOC
Hospitals Status
Facilities/Location

Operational Status Y/N
Communi
-cation

Power

Water

Comments
Open?

Deni House complex
care (IH facility)

N

Fully evacuated to Quesnel and Prince
George

Williams Lake seniors
village (P3)

N

Fully evacuated to Prince George

Cariboo Memorial
Hospital
(Williams Lake)

100 Mile House and
District Hospital

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Still no
admitted
inpatients.

Still no
admitted
inpatients.

Residential Facility
Fischer Place/Mill site
Lodge (100 Mile)

N

Carefree Manor
Assisted Living (P3 100 Mile)

N

Tatla Lake
West Chilcotin Health
Centre

Emergency is open 24/7; ambulatory
care is open for IV meds, blood
transfusion, phlebotomies. No
chemotherapies are being given
(BCCA directive). Most doctors’ offices
are open. Aug 2 - Scopes are starting
today. On Aug 8, day care surgery will
start. Methadone program is still being
offered as usual by Dr. Engelbrecht.
Emergency is open 24/7. Ambulatory
care nursing clinic is now open regular
hours M-F. Most doctors’ offices are
open. Telehealth services starting. No
chemotherapy. Completing repatriation
of residential clients and hospital
inpatients today. Chemotherapy and
Oncology services will resume Aug
17. Maternity services are not
available.
Fully evacuated to Kamloops and
Salmon Arm. Repatriation of OHM
hospital and residential care has been
delayed.
Evacuated to Kamloops and Kelowna.

Y

Y

Y

Alexis Creek Health
Centre

Y
N

Open M-F with on-call emergency
nursing services available 24/7.
Affected by Evacuation Order.
Individuals with non-urgent matters
may access service through the West
Chilcotin Heath Centre at Tatla Lake.

Community Health Status
Issues include smoke impacts to air quality, access to essential medications and medical needs.
Air quality has deteriorated in a number of communities to the point that public health is at risk.
Public Health

This needs to be seriously considered from a public messaging and mitigation perspective.
No increase in respiratory patients at emergency over the past week, even with poor air quality on
Thursday. (Approx. 4-6 people per day with cough/congestion/sore throat.)
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Disaster Psychosocial support resources will be provided via DPS teams, deployed to Prince
Mental Health

George reception center and 100 mile reception center.
Continuing care is operating in 100 Mile House with community nurses and wound clinic and

Continuing/
Community Care

home support. July 31 – Limited home support & community nursing and wound clinic have
restarted in Williams Lake.

Request for National Emergency Services Stock Pile (CCU &/or 200 bed hospital): Yes
Details:
Weather Conditions for Williams Lake area:
Temp:

Partly cloudy
17C

Precip:

Nil

Wind:

SSW 2km/hr

Air
Quality
Air quality
advisory
lifted, wide
spread
smoke
continues

Forecast

High of 24, low of 12. Mix of sun and
cloud. 0% chance of precipitation

Future Outlook/Planned Actions:
-

Continue to issue evacuation alerts/orders on recommendation of Fire Centre
Re-assess fire boundaries for orders and alerts
Continue communication process with all agencies and EOC sections
Resource EOC staffing for the next week
Coordinate messaging with returning evacuees
Closely monitor access and evacuation routes and facilitate movement of emergency supplies
Assessment of critical resources needed to support response, and planning for allocation of
resources
Planning for re-entry, recovery and re-evacuation
Liaise with First Nations communities
Arrange guided access to properties for residents with structure loss
Maintain public information flow and video updating

-

Other Comments: 374 SPCA visits to date, 131 re-checks.
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ANNEX 4: SAMPLE DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY
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ANNEX 5: SAMPLE EVACUATION ALERT
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ANNEX 6: SAMPLE EVACUATION ORDER
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ANNEX 7: EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTRE FAQ

Who can I contact for Evacuation Orders and
Alerts information?
• To see whether your home is under an Evacuation
Alert or Order, check with the CRD by going to
www.cariboord.ca or by calling 1 866 759-4977.
• If there is time, the RCMP will go door-to-door and
hand-deliver notices.
• The information and maps of the affected areas
will be posted on the CRD website at cariboord.ca,
and facebook.com/CRDEmergencyOperations.
• You can also sign up to receive notifications
through the Cariboo Chilcotin Emergency
Notification System. You can select up to six
different ways to be notified. Register at
cariboord.ca. To register for notifications by
phone call the CRD Williams Lake office at 250392-3351
How is a decision made to issue an Evacuation
Alert or Order?
• Local governments make the decision to issue
Evacuation Alerts and orders under the authority
of the Emergency Program Act.
• Local governments work with the BC Wildfire
Service to make decisions about Evacuation Alerts
and orders.
• The BC Wildfire Service monitors current and
forecasted fire behaviour and weather and
provides recommendations based on these
factors.
• The most important consideration for making
decisions is public safety and wildfire activity.
Why are some areas on Order and other areas
are not?
The experts at BC Wildfire assess the safety of our
region based on fire activity, weather, road access
and a variety of other factors. We rely on their
expertise to keep citizens safe.

What if I don’t want to leave an area under
Evacuation Order?
You are required by law to leave areas under
Evacuation Order. If you remain in the area you are
putting your life and the lives of emergency
responders at risk. If you refuse to leave, you are
restricted to your own property only.
What should I do if my area is placed under
Evacuation Alert?
Upon notification of an Alert, you should be prepared
for a possible Evacuation Order by:
Locating all family members or co-workers and
arrange a place to meet outside the evacuation
area.
Gathering essential items such as medications,
eyeglasses, valuable papers (i.e. insurance),
immediate care needs for dependents and, if you
choose, keepsakes (photographs, etc.), and have
these items available for quick departure.
Be ready to evacuate any family members with
special needs and/or children.
Make arrangements to move pets and livestock to
a safe area.
Make transportation arrangements for household
members in the event of an Order.
Arrange accommodations for your family if
possible. In the event of an evacuation,
Emergency Support Services (ESS) Reception
Centres will be opened if required.
Subscribe to the CRD website, and follow
facebook.com/CRDEmergencyOperations and local,
reliable news media for information on Evacuation
Orders. Be aware of locations of ESS Reception
Centres.
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What should I do if my area is placed under
evacuation Order?

You must leave the area immediately
• Close all windows and doors.
• Shut off all gas and electrical appliances, other than
refrigerators and freezers.
• Close gates (latch) but do not lock.
• Gather your family; take a neighbour or anyone
else who needs help.
• Take critical items (medicine, purse, wallet, and
keys) only if they are immediately available.
• Take pets in pet kennels or on a leash.
• Do not use more vehicles than required.
• Do not use the telephone unless you require
emergency services.
• Follow the travel route provided and register at the
ESS Reception Centre whether you need assistance
or not.

If I can’t go back into an evacuation
order area, who will take care of my
livestock and pets?

After Action Report

Assistance meeting their basic needsaccommodations, food vouchers and essentials;
Help planning their recovery from the disaster; and
Other primary and specialized services.
Please have two pieces of identification ready for
registration.
The locations of reception centre will be announced
at the time of evacuation or call the ESS hotline to
find your nearest location 1-800-585-9559.

Do I need to register with ESS if I plan
to stay with family or friends?
If possible, please register in person at the ESS Centre
nearest you so you can be contacted and kept
informed. It will also provide you with access to
services should you need them.

What if I come home and there is
something suspicious at my home?
Anyone who has any concerns upon their return
home, are encouraged to report any issues to the
RCMP for investigation
Only call 9-1-1 if it's an emergency but you can
reach Williams Lake RCMP : 250-392-6211, Quesnel
RCMP : 250-992-9211, 100 Mile House BC : 250395-2456, Alexis Creek BC : 250-394-4211, Anahim
Lake BC : 250-742-3211

If possible, take all animals with you. ESS and other
agencies will make arrangements to feed and water
all animals. For assistance call the CRD Public
Information Line 1-866-759-4977 or call BCSPCA at 1855-622-7722.

When can I return home if I am under
an Evacuation Order?
If you have registered with Emergency Support
Services, you will be contacted when the Evacuation
Order is lifted. We encourage residents to register on
the CRD webpage to receive emergency alerts.
Visit the CRD’s website at cariboord.ca or Facebook
page at facebook.com/CRDEmergencyOperations.

What is ESS and what can I expect at
the ESS Reception Centre?
The Emergency Support Services program helps
people affected by emergencies. A reception centre
is a safe place where people can go to receive:
• Information about the emergency;

Important Contacts:
Effect of the fires on health and environment
Interior Health at 8-1-1 or www.interiorhealth.ca
Hydro questions
BC Hydro: 1-800-224-9376 or www.bchydro.com
Current fire information
Cariboo Fire Centre at 1-800-336-7378 (press 4)
BC Wildfire: bcwildfire.ca
Air quality information
Environment Canada’s Air quality health index
https://weather.gc.ca/airquality
Road closure information
Drive BC: drivebc.ca or call 1-800-550-4997
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ANNEX 8: AAR PARTICIPANTS
Fire/SAR Services Debrief - Oct 28
Representatives From:
Central Cariboo Search & Rescue
108 Mile VFD
150 Mile VFD
Barlow Creek VFD
Bouchie Lake VFD
Deka Lake VFD
Forest Grove VFD
Interlakes VFD
Kersley VFD
Lone Butte VFD
Miocene VFD
West Fraser VFD
Wildwood VFD
EMBC NE PREOC

CRD EOC Staff and Liaisons Debrief - Oct 30th
CRD Staff:
Rick Cunningham
Janis Bell
Genny Hilliard
Arnold Jenner
Jessica Larson
Catherine Norman
Darron Campbell
Jon Code
Todd Conway
Emily Epp
Alice Johnston

Lore Schick
Larry Loveng
Scott Leitch
Peter Hughes
Kathleen MacDonald
Nyree Alexander
Kevin Erickson
Nihal Wijesekera
Maureen Brown
Hayley Campbell
Wanda Davis

Liaisons:
Jane Nicol - BCWS
Phil Folz - MoTI
Nicole Pressey - Min of Ag
Susan O'Sullivan - FN Liaison
Jeff Pelley - RCMP
Eric Black - RCMP
Reg Seward - BC Cattlemen's Association
Angela Cail - City of Williams Lake
Emily Watson - Advisor, FN Relations
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Interviews
CRD Staff:
Genny Hillard
Lore Schick
Scott Leitch
Darron Campbell
Larry Loving
Emily Epp
Janis Bell
John Cody
Jessica Larson
Scott Reid
Liaisons:
Susan O’Sullivan – FLNRO
Emily Watson – FLNRO
Phil Folz – MoTI
Angila Cail – City of Williams Lake
Dave Dickson – ESS Coord
Agency Reps:
Todd Hubner – MoTI
Debbie Alexander – EMBC NE PREOC
Stan Harvey – EMBC NE PREOC
Rick White – SAR
Don Trim – SAR
Lavonne Loggins – MoA
Nicole Pressey – MoA
Darren Wilkinson – BCWFS
Krista Dunleavey – BCWFS

Elected Officials:
John Massier
Walt Cobb
Mitch Campbell
Margo Wagner
Betty Anderson
Ted Armstrong
Melinda Neufeld
Steve Forseth
Joan Sorley
Al Richmond
Dylan Cash
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